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Minn kota edge 45 reviews

If you want a good experience of boating, it is essential that you use the right motor. When we speak of the best trolling motor, it means it must match the weight of the boat as well as the size and water conditions it is being used. Minkota Edge 45 Bomount Hand Control Trawling Motor is the best with exterior and door bracket. Check out this Myn's Quota
Edge 45 reviews before deciding to buy one. For whom is this product designed? For those who have enough experience in boat fishing it's good for those who want to have fun in fishing You can use it as a replacement for your fishing gear It's equally for amateurs who want to get the latest price checked perfection on the Amazon Minn Quota Edge 45
review Let's see: Minn Kota Edge 45 Features: 1Defined Composite Shaft : This motor has an indestructible composite shaft. The length of the shaft is proportional. This aspect is important when liking your motor. If it's small, you're not liking it because of its lack of power. The motor uses the proper shaft and has the right length and it's going to be very
powerful and stronger than steel. Shafts can flex whenever they want, but there is no fear of breaking it or damaging it. 2Powerful motor: Another thing that makes it stand out is its powerful motor. It has a powerful motor which is why when you are using it, stability in water and motion is guaranteed. This makes it easy and simple to maneuver in water. 10000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00 When you use this motor to fish in the water you are sure of speed and better control. 3Powerful Propeller: Another great thing you're going to see here is that it uses a very powerful propeller. It can easily move through thick vegetation. It can
never filter the battery in this process and it is not going to slow down. The propeller is so powerful that it could give the motor that the extra power it will need to push during fishing. There cannot be any difficult terrain with this motor. Mounting 4C: Another good thing about this motor is that it's not hard to mount. It can always pull your boat through the water
as you navigate through the fish and water. This is a unique feature because it makes it easy to run through the water. Similarly, it's also not difficult if you want to remove it from the mount. It can gradually hold onto the knob, and it makes for its comfortable use. It is effective, because it never disappoints it is very powerful and makes for better control
durable battery life mount and removal makes it easy to remove because it does not occupy the space making it the necessary piece of equipment for the affordable Trolling Motors angler Is rather new to the game or has years of experience, is a casual angler or a Of what trolling motor you've mounted on your boat, you want reliability, longevity, and a
smooth working piece of equipment. In this review, we take a close look at the Min Kota Edge Bow Mount Trawling Motor to determine what it possesses of these properties. We give a-rating to The Mirza Kota Edge in Phishing Tech. We do our best to make this rating based on how well the trolling motor performs with its intended use rather than comparing
other trolling motors. We have many comprehensive reviews where we compare many of the best trolling motors if you are interested. Edge FeaturesAge Mountthe Mirn Kota Edge Mount is small but sturdy. It uses an anodized aluminum arm to provide stability to the motor when deployed. Latch and door bracket latch and door bracket make this motor easy
to remove from the mount with a soft grip knob. Edge foot pedaling heel and toe steering, edge foot pedal is an ergonomic and responsive pedal for the control of motor direction made of a composite material. It features speed control dial, a transient on the button, a constant and heel block on the button. Speed control options The Miran Kota Edge has two-
speed control options based on the model; A 5fwd/5rev and 5-speed setting that can be easily controlled via foot pedal or hand tiller.  Directional indicator is available on all of the directional indicators, foot control models available on the foot control model. This feature allows continuous knowledge of the prop oriented direction. Prop options there are two
prop styles available on select models. The first weed is the Veg 2 prop designed to flow through weeds, and other vegetation is swept away with a flared and back design. The second option is the power prop of Mirza Kota. It has more classic design and provides more power to cut through the vegetation. Composite Shaftlike all The Trawling Motors of The
Mirn Kota, the edge has a composite shaft that comes with a lifetime warranty. The overall shaft is designed to take up abuse, even tremendous stress, without breaking or warping. Cool running motorsmin quota has put a lot into the design of its motors to maximize its efficiency. With large curved and commuter and a quality bearing system, the heat is
rapidly destroyed which improves battery life as well as the peace of the motor. The 2-year warranty sub comes with a 2-year limited warranty, including The Mirn Quota Trawling Motors, Edge. Here's accessories there are many accessories as wells as replacement parts that are available for the Mirzan quota that can be purchased separately from the
motor. We have listed these options below.MK 330PC: Bank 3, with 30 amps of on-board marine battery charger production. MKA 23 Quick Release Bracket: Edge.MKR 18 Plug and Warehouse Wedge-32 Weed Wedge 2 PropMKA 45 Replacement Composite Bracket for Cable Steer Motors Including Rope and Handle Variants The Mirn Kota Edge is a hard
working but simple trawling motor. Although the models aren't a whole lot of options, there are a couple. There are quite a few differences between all these models such as maximum thrust, style of direction control and speed control. We should also note that the directional indicator, a key feature of the edge, is only available on the foot control model.  The
edge also uses two types of props, and depends on the type model. The 45lb thrust, both hand and foot control options, use the Power Prop, while all other models use the Weedless Wedge 2. The other major difference between these two trawling motors is the speed control option. Pedal control models all have a 5-speed setting while hand tiller models
come with 5fwd/3rev speed control. This is common because the hand control motor can not change the motor head without losing access to the hand tiller.  All other features are found on all models including edge mount, latch and door bracket, composite shaft, and The Motor Technology and Warranty of The Mirn Kota. Edge ReviewDurability and
Stowing/Deployment Minn One of the best features of Quota Edge is the low profile mount that is used. It takes a minimum amount of room, not sacrificing the stability of the trawling motor in any way. It's great for small boats that may not have room for a lot of large bow mount trawling motors that are available. Setting the mount is as easy as you create it.
The manual that comes with the motor gives detailed instructions on the proper mounting of the edge. Edge uses a classic pull rope and grip for deploying stowing and trolling motor. It's aid that other Minn quotas and competitors may not have with stowing and deployment, but edge mount is incredible robustness, and it's a lighter motor so manual stowing
and deployment isn't much of an issue. We like the aluminum hand pulled out that runs down the center of the mount connecting to the motor shaft. The motor gets a lot of extra stability when it is seding and deployed. The motor locks tightly into place when stolen and the mount comes with a built-in motor strap for more safety when moving the boat from the
water back home. You may have a little vibration and slight movement when stolen, but it's nothing that's going to damage your motor or affect your functionality. The latch and door design of the shore mount is also beneficial for those who may often need to remove their trawling motor. With the grip knob in a simple screw, you can easily remove the motor
from the mount for storage or move it to a second mount on another boat. The amount of running timeway running time you can get from these Edge models varies on a lot of other factors. Power settings are running the motor on you and the type of battery you are all using The amount of run time you are going to get from these motors. The maximum amp
draw from these motors varies from 42 to 45 so with a good battery you can get a few hours run time even at the highest speed. You should know how much time you can get, especially with edge not a battery meter.  Motor control and function is going to be concerned with the control and functionality of the motor outside on the water for every potential
buyer or a trolling motor. Edge saves. There are two options for motor control with edge; A foot pedal or a hand tiller.  Both of these options provide excellent control of the motor head. The hand tiller is ergonomic and easy to use. Speed is adjusted by rotating the handle, and you get solid and audible clicks indicating a change in speed settings. Hand tiller
doesn't extend what could be an issue for some. With five forward speeds and three rev speed options, you can get the boat where it needs to be efficiently. Because it's not digital variables, and it's for both arm and foot control, you actually lose the ability to get momentum to do what you want. While the edge speed limit doesn't have a lot of dead zones,
there's a little jump between different settings. But nothing that has a problem in our eyes. A good indicator of an efficient motor which you don't feel any lag time or discomfort when switching between speed settings. We like the edge foot pedal. It has been redesigned and wider than older models of the edge. It's a powerful composite material that does well
in resisting flex and warping that will make precise control difficult in the long run. The pedal has a toe and heel design for motor direction. You can easily control the speed setting with the dial on the right toe of the foot pedal. There is also a transient on the button located at the foot of the left foot of the pedal that allows you to drive only the motor when
ready. There's a constant on the switch on the side of the pedal, but be sure to have it turned off anytime you've stopped preserving battery life and not wanting the motor to avoid serious motor damage. The sensitivity of the pedal is excellent with no lag time between the pedal and manipulations of motor movement which is excellent for maneuvering your
vessel in tight spaces and trying to maintain its position for optimal performers. Overall, it's quite a motor thanks to a lot of innovations from The Mirzan Quota when it comes to motor design.  It reduces the amount of energy lost in the form of heat and destroys the heat generated which greatly increases the battery life of these motors. In the long run, it also
increases the age of the motor. A cool running motor is key to the motors used on fishing boats. It's not just noise, but vibrations that will send fish to a new area or cover a ruin Spot for a few hours. Mirza Kota uses an advanced bearing system in its motors. These bearings play an important role in supporting gear and cutting friction and vibration between
moving parts. This gives edge an incredibly fair view in all speed settings. Below is a video that gives you a better indication of edge speed and noise level. The 70lb thrust model is featured in the video. Durability motors can take a beating in their use intervals on water. From vegetation handling to underwater structures to impacts, they should be well built if
you want them to stay for extended periods. For edge, we have already discussed the durability of the mount including the large aluminum spine. We also love the overall shaft that is used. While it's something to give in when faced with a force put on it, it bends but doesn't break down. More importantly, when it does encounter a collision, the shaft is not
strung until in extreme conditions. Nevertheless, it is under lifetime warranty from The Mirzan Quota. That should give you an impression of the company's confidence in the shaft. Other parts of the motor, including motor heads, are made from impact resistant composite materials. The overall motor gives excellent durability while not making it overly heavy.
The features on the Waterkey's Mirzan Kota Edge don't have a lot of tech features of some other trolling motor options, and it's not a con against the edge. It is designed for the reliability and affordability that some anglers are most concerned with. It has many features, and we want to focus on how these features help you on water. With the foot pedal model,
we like directional indicators. This motor is located at the top of the head and painted with a bright yellow color that makes it easy to see in low light. When you manoeuvre in cramped places or are putting most of your attention on fish, directional indicators can save you a lot of misery. We have outlined the model breakdown as well as the features in the two
prop options section that you may have when choosing an edge trawling motor. Power Prop is a smaller diameter prop, but you're going to get more RPM, without using more energy.  It's great for cutting through underwater vegetation, but with the size trolling motor you're going to use with this prop, heavy weeds are going to give you a few more issues.
Weed Nail 2 prop that is used for 55 and 70lb thrust options is a fantastic prop. It uses a unique design where blades are flared with flowing back tips. Although this prop can cut through the light vegetation, its design allows it to sweep through the vegetation with grace, which is more than brute force, which helps in battery life and longevity of the motor. Pros
and ConsLow Profile Mountdurable Composite Shaftquit and Cool Motortilting Hand Foot Pedal No Battery Life IndicatorHand Tiller Can't Be Extended Product Comparison Second Product LineThe Minn Kota Maxxum has a similar trolling motor for its characteristics, specs, and edge in affordability. If we compare the two, we see some different differences.
Both of these models feature hand and foot control options, and both have some overlap in thrust options. The Edge has a lighter thrust option that is not available with Maxxum, but the Maxxum features an 80lb thrust model. The Maxxum also comes with many more features from the edge, including the battery meter and a push to test a bogaur. Other
manufacturers If you want to look elsewhere other than the Mirzan quota lines of trawling motors, the motorguide has its X3 bow mount trawling motor which is closest in features, glasses and edge performance.  The X3 has both foot and hand control options and has quite a few more model options than the Edge. While the Edge provides excellent control,
the X3 features the variable ratio steering of the motorguide which is above the line in control.  The X3 also has the option of digital variable speed control which we think is better to set speed settings.  Both edge and X3 45, 55, and 70lb thrust options are available. Bottom Line's Mirza Kota Edge is a great option for those looking for a reliable and affordable
trawling motor. There are a number of emphasis options which are going to cover the needs of the largest fishing vessels. It's not a stripped trolling motor that took the facilities seen in other motors in the Minn quota line, but we gave the motor a one-rating because it does what it was designed to do well. It is made of quality material and is well made. You
have excellent control over the direction and speed of the motor and it runs smoothly and quietly. When it comes down to it, it offers the key characteristics required in a trolling motor.  Motor. 
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